
Customized Metal Products Introduction 

15 Years Metal Crafts Manufacturing Enterprise 



Shenzhen Longzhiyu Crafts Co.,Ltd is a comprehensive manufacturing enterprise which specializes in 

badges,keychains,medals,bookmarks and other metal crafts custom, integrating design, development, 

production,sales and service as one whole. Our company was established in 2006, always keeping the 

principle of “Excellent Quality, Star Service”. With our unique ideas, advanced equipment, good 

quality and trendy looks, we have gained the trust of numerous customers at home and abroad. Our 

products are sold well at home and abroad, covering over 150 countries and areas around the world, 

especially popular among customers in Europe, USA, Southeast Asia and the Middle East. 

Since its establishment,we always abide by the management idea of “Put credibility and quality at the 

top priority, constantly strive for excellence and always keep up.” We have built up stable cooperation 

relationship with numerous well-known enterprises such as McDonald’s, Porsche, BMW, GM, 7-11, and 

the Asian games, etc., and we have won a wide recognition from our partners. 
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15 Years Production Experience, 10000m2 Standard Workshop, Over 100 Sets of Advanced Equipment, 

Sophisticated Technology  



With more than 20 sets of CNC engraving machine, adopted advanced full-mechanized carved mold, selected high 

quality steel mold, for complex design products also can be more accurate depiction of lines and details.to molding. 



All kinds of complex 3D relief effects can be made by die-casting.Working 

principle: After the die-casting mould is carved, integrating the moulds with 

shiny surface, putting into the hot melted metal and then cooling to molding. 

Featured by a simple sense of concave-convex. Working principle: After 

the stamping mould is carved, stamping on the metal sheet from the top 

down with extreme pressure and then the metal can be shaped. 



镍色 黑镍 金色 玫瑰金 

Electroplating is a kind of chemical process, and the basic process is to soak the product in metallic salt solution as the cathode and 

metal plate as the anode. After connecting the direct current, depositing the desired coating on the product, like gold plating, silver 

plating, copper plating, nickel plating, etc. 

Nickle Color Black Nickle Chrome Color Matte Gold 

Light Gold Silver Color Bright Copper Matte Copper 

Antique Bronze Golden Color Rose Gold Matte Silver 

Common Electroplating Color Palette 



Machine Coloring 

Manual Coloring 

The die-cast or stamped embryo has a concave-convex feel. The machine or manually injects the adjusted baking varnish into the 

metal groove through a syringe, and then sends it into the baking box for baking. 



Working Principle: To print the content on metal directly , or print on paper and stick to a metal surface. Also can add an epoxy 

coating on surface to protect the printing surface with waterproof effect. 



Manual assembly and packing pay more attention to details, division assembly line, accurately complete 

each order, make sure the quality and quantity. 





Showroom Display 
Powerful merchants, dare to show, more than 200,000 kinds of OEM customized products 



Focusing on custom-made metal crafts for 15 years, such as metal badges, keychains, bookmarks, medals, etc., with an annual output of 

up to 60 million pieces. Our factory now basically has all the badge mould specifications on the market, and welcome new and old 

customers to process and customize with drawings and samples, and inspect the factory at any time! 



Three to One Service Team                                                                                                                                            When we enter into collaboration, we will form a team of experienced 

salespersons, designers, and business managers to provide service for you as soon as possible. We will recommend suitable customization solutions according to your 

needs, follow up the delivery time and production progress, strictly control the product quality, so that you can customize worry-free. 

Team Activity Office Environment Customer Visit Company Annual Meeting 
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Customized Metal 

 Badges 
Process Introduction 
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25mm 28mm 30mm 

Regular Size Cases Presentation 

Support free design according to drawings or samples, selected zinz alloy 

material, regular size 25-30mm 

Common technology: Soft enamel, hard enamel, full metal, epoxy printing, 

can customized desired effect according to customer requirements. 



Full metal electroplationg 

technology Soft Enamel Coloring Hard Enamel Coloring Printing(Epxoy) Coloring 

To print the content on metal directly , 

or print on paper and stick to a metal 

surface. Also can add an epoxy coating 

on surface to protect the printing 

surface with waterproof effect. 

The imitation enamel process fills the 

metal with color, the surface has a similar 

ceramic texture after repeated polishing. It 

is the preferred process for high-end 

keychains, and the appearance is delicate 

and smooth. 

The surface has sense of concave-convex, 

the convex for electroplating color, the 

concave stoving varnish can be filled with 

any color. Color is bright and beautiful, 

suitable for middle and high-end keychains 

customization. 

Usually used for complex high diffculty 

relief hollow products, the surface is 

electroplated layer metal color. 

Common electroplating color: nickel color, 

black nickel color, imitation gold color, matte 

gold color. 



Enterprise School Souvenir Decorations 



Customized Metal  

Keychain 
Process Introduction 
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Customized Cases  

Presentation 

Support free design according to drawings or samples, selected zinz alloy 

material, customize size according to demands 

Common technology: Soft enamel, hard enamel, full metal, epoxy printing, can 

customized desired effect according to customer requirements. 





Customized Metal  

Bookmarks 
Process Introduction 
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Various shapes canbe customized 

Customized Content: Logo/Image/Pattern/Text 

Customized Technology: Soft enamel, hard enamel, epoxy printing, etching, 

silk screen, etc; 

Customized Material: Zinz alloy, copper, iron, stainless steel, stainless iron, etc; 





Customized Metal  

Medals 
Process Introduction 
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Various styles  

can be customized 

Customized Content: LOGO/Image/Pattern/Text 

Customized Technology: Soft Enamel, Hard Enamel, Full Metal, Epoxy 

Printing; 

Customized Material: Zinc Alloy, Copper(select materials according to 

demands); 





Thanks for Watching！ 

Company Address: Floor 4, Building 7, Enlai Industrial Zone, Baoguan Road, Danzhutou,  

Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province     

Tel：0755-89518176     

Website：http://www.lzyjp.com Badge  

Storefronts 

Keychain  
Storefronts 

Bookmark 
Storefronts 

Medal  
Storfronts 


